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Abstract 
The article is devoted to one problem solution of counter flow capillary imbibition and 
asymptotic behavior of the solution while non restricted time increase. The evidence is 
conducted on the basis of one phase task of Stephen in polar coordinate system. With the help 
of auto model solutions it was estimated that while non restricted time increase non stationary 
problem tend to corresponding stationary problem solution.  
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1. Introduction 
Assuming that the considered environment is hydrophilous near injection well it is supposed to complete 
mathematic model of Rappoport-Lis in case 21u u
 −= , i.e. water (displacement agent) is absorbed in the sample, 
driving out oil in the direction opposite the water movements, where 2,1   , =iui

 is water and oil speed. Then 
corresponding equation concerning water saturation  has the following form: 
                                     ( )( ) ),,( tyxfSSdiv
t
Sm +∇⋅Φ=
∂
∂⋅ ,                                                     (1.1) 
where   m  - is porousness,  ( ) ( ) 0    
21
21 ≥′⋅
⋅+
⋅−=Φ SJ
ff
ffS
μ
- Is function, depending on functions behavior 
2,1   , =if i ,   and  ( )SJ .  The last inequality is completed for hydrophilic environment. Counter flow 
capillary imbibition process description is described in work [ ]1 , and also corresponding mathematic problem 
in one-dimensional case is researched. 
1. Problem statement.  Without down grading everywhere below it is considered that 1=m . Let
( )ϕ,r  be plane polar coordinates. Two-dimensional region G(t) is searched, restricted by known line 0Rr = – 
well radius and ),(),,( 0 tRRtRr ϕϕ <= searched line and nonnegative function  ),,( tr ϕθ . In this 
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regard the equation (1) with the help of mapping  ∫Φ=
s
s
d
*
)( ςςθ  in a polar coordinate system is reduced to 
the following kind:  
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conditions are met at the unknown border:  
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 with   ),,( tRr ϕ=      (1.3) 
and at the known border (at the bottom hole):  
0θθ =   with 0Rr =          (1.4) 
        Coefficient 0)( 0 >≡≥ constaa θ  and ),,( trf ϕ are known and differentiable functions enough. 
Besides, at ordinary moment searched functions fulfill condition (1.3). Problem (1.2)-(1.4) is solved with the help 
of transformation of assumed area into marqueeю  
 Theorem 1. Let  ),0[)( 2 ∞∈Ca θ , ]2,0[)( 21 πϕ α+∈CU  and 2020 >⋅ aU , where 0U =const > 0.  
Then with enough small quantity )(  ),,(  , 22
1
1 ϕϕθθσ UtRt
r ⋅== −  with periodic  ϕ  with period  π2  
continuously differentiable twice correspondingly in the range of  }20  :{ πϕϕ <<=Π  and 
)}()(  ,20:),{( 210 ϕξϕσπϕξϕ UUUQ <<⋅+<<=  functions  )(2 ϕU  and ),( ξϕθ , where 
constant σ  depends only on  000 ,, θUa  and function norm )(1 ϕU  in the area of ][2 Π+αC .  
 On the basis of work results [2] to prove the theorem Mizes variable is introduced:
),,(    ,   , tryxt ϕθϕτ === . 
Then the area )(tG  corresponds to the area }0 ,20  :),{( 0θπ <<<<=Ω yxyx , and new searched 
function ryxu =),,( τ  and satisfy Ω  in equation: 
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and  boundary conditions  011 2
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 with 0=y                                 (1.6) 
[ ])(102
1
ϕστ UUu ⋅+⋅=   with  0θ=y                 (1.7) 
The method of dividing variables according to time and space variables we receive the following problem:  
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      UxUUU =⋅+≡Λ )(103 σ  with 0θ=y .                                                     (1.10) 
Problem solution (1.8) – (1.10) is done with the help of theorem about  implicit function with small perturbation 
of one phase Stephen problem in self-simulated variable. 
Theorem 2. Let ( ) ( ){ }ϕδϕ 102
1
0 UUttR +=, , [ ]π20   0 210 ,, ∞+∈>= CUconstU  
and 20
2
0 >⋅ aU . Then with sufficient small quantity ∗<δδδ    , ,    problem (1.1) – (1.3) has the only 
solution of the kind  ( )21  1 −⋅= tr,ϕθθ , ( )ϕ221UtR −=  with periodic ϕ  with period π2  twice 
continuously differentiable correspondingly in the areas { }πϕϕ 20  <<=Π :  and 
( ) ( ){ }ϕξϕδπϕξϕ 210 20  UUUQ <<+<<= ,:),(   functions ( )ϕ2U  и ( )ξϕθ ,1 .  
 Constant  ∗δ  depends only on 000 θ,,Ua   and function norm ( )ϕ1U  in the area [ ]Π∞+2C . 
2. Equivalent boundary problem statement  
Let us suppose that 0<∂
∂
r
θ  and consider new independent variables 
( )tryxt ,,,, ϕθϕτ === . 
 In those variable the area ( )tG  corresponds to the area 
( ){ }00  20 θπ <<<<=Ω yxyx ,:, , and new searched function ( ) ryxu =τ,,  satisfies  Ω in 
equation  
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and boundary conditions   
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( )[ ]ϕδτ 102
1
UUu +=     with   0θ=y                                                                                   (2.3) 
 Equation (2.1) and boundary condition (2.2) can be received from (1.1) and   (1.2)  with the help of 
correlations  
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. 
It is easy to see that boundary problem  (2.1) - (2.3)  allows the solution of the kind  ( )yxUu ,2
1
τ= : 
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( ) UxUUUL =+= 103 δ        with  0θ=y                                                                            (2.6) 
PROBLEM  (А). It is required to estimate in the area Ω  periodic on x  with period π2  function ( )yxU , , 
belonging to the class  ( )Ω+α2C  and satisfying the boundary problem  (2.4) – (2.6). 
  3.  Problem tractability  (А) 
 Problem (А) solution can be received with the help of the theorem of implicit function with small 
perturbation of one phase (in self-simulated variables) Stephen problem: 
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d
,  ( ) 00 U=Φ θ .                                          (3.2) 
 LEMMA 1. For fixed positives 0U , 0θ  and twice continuously differentiable function ( )ya ,
( ) 00 >≥ aya , such as that 2020 >aU , there is the only solution  ( )yΦ  the boundary problem (3.1), 
(3.2), satisfying the condition  
( ) ( ) 22 >Φ yya     with  00 θ≤≤ y .                                                                                        (3.3) 
 EVIDENCE. We are fixing  arbitrary constant 0Ub >  and consider the problem about function 
estimation ( )yυ , satisfying the equation (3.1) and boundary condition          ( )
bdy
d 20 −=υ ,  ( ) 00 U=θυ .      
(3.4) 
 The solution of the last can be found from an integral equation 
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 In the assumption of nonnegativeness of equation solution (3.5), the estimation is correct for it 
( ) 000
2θυ
b
UyU +≤≤ ,                                                    (3.6) 
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(more precisely ( ) 0000
2θυ
b
UbFU +≤≤ ,  for any positive function ( )yυ ). Based on this assumption  
we will consider three dimensional multitude of S of all analog functions ( )yυ , satisfying the inequalities (3.6). 
The right part  ( )bF ,υ0  of the equation  (3.5) is rather indiscrete  (in space metric [ ]00 θ,C ) the operator  at 
multitude S , transforming this multitude in itself. According to Shauder theorem [3] there is at least one fixed-
point value of operator  ( )bF ,υ0 , which is the solution of the boundary problem  (3.1), (3.4). Supposing 
further in that  (3.5)  ( ) b=0υ  we will receive the equation to estimate the constant b: 
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 Function  ( )bFz 1=  is limited from above by function 00
2θ
b
Uz += , the diagram of which 
crosses the direct line bz =  in point 
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⎛ ++= θUUb* . As  ( ) 001 UF >θ , then at the 
interval ( )*,bU 0  there is at least one point 0b  of diagram cross of the function ( )bFz 1=  with direct line 
bz = : ( )010 bFb = . Constant 0b  estimates the solution ( )yΦ  of boundary problem (3.1), (3.2).  From the 
condition (1.4) and inequality ( ) 0Uy ≥Φ  arises from that with 2020 >aU  the condition is complete (3.3). 
 Let us show that ( )yΦ  the only solution of not only boundary problem  (3.1), (3.2), but also the only 
solution of the problem (А) with parameter value  0=δ . 
 Let  ( )yxU ,  - problem solution (А), satisfying the condition 0UU =  
  with 0θ=y , to condition (3.3) and 0<yU , with Ω∈yx, . For residuation Φ−=UV  the 
equation is correct   
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Which can be received if the equation for ( )yxV ,  multiply by ( )yxV ,  and upon integrating in parts  in the 
area Ω  with the use of boundary conditions with 0=y ,  0θ=y  and periodicity property of the function 
( )yxV ,   on the variable  x. 
As yy U⋅Φ  и 2>⋅Φ⋅ aU , then (3.8) there is only with  ( ) 0≡yxV , , that finishes lemma 
evidence. 
 Let ( )Ω+α2C  there is area of all analog functions ( )yxU , , having continuous in Ω  second 
derivatives, satisfying Gelder conditions with the index 10  <<αα,    и ( )α+
Ω
2U   - function norm 
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( )yxU ,  and in this area  [1]. Through  H1  let us determine the space of all periodicals on x   with period 
π2  class functions  ( )Ω+α2C , but H0 there is Banach space the lements of which are threes 
( )321 ffff ,,=  periodic on x  with period π2  of the functions ( )Ω∈ αCf1 , ( )Π∈ +α12 Cf ,  
( )Π∈ +α23 Cf .  
 Problem (А) can be interpreted as operator equation solution of 
( ) fULULULLU =≡ 321 ,,                                            (3.9) 
with operator L , functioning from Banach space H1 to Banach space H0 .  
 As it was shown in lemma 1 equation  (3.9) has the only solution 1H∈Φ  for the right part 
( )00 00 Uf ,,= . Let us show that operator derivative L , calculated on the element 1H∈Φ , has limited 
backward operator. Let us consider linear boundary value problem 
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about function estimation  1H∈υ  on arbitrary function 0Hg∈ .  
 Because of the condition (3.3) for the formulated problem maximum principle is true for 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )0302010 2 ΠΠΩΩ ≤ ggg ,,max λυ ,                                       (3.10) 
where ( )[ ] 10202 202
−−Φ= aUλ . Actually the maximum ( )yx ,υ  can not be achieved at the boundaries 
arbitrary function 0=x  и π2=x , as in this case because of periodic behavior   ( )yx ,υ  on x , 0=xυ , 
that contradicts to Hopf-Zhiro principle [2].  If the maximum ( )yx ,υ  is achieved in Ω  or at the boundaries 
0=y ,  0θ=y , then it is evaluated in a usual way. 
 From  [1], evaluations (3.10) and periodic behavior on x  function  ( )yx ,υ  it implies that   
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )ααααυ +
Π
+
ΠΩ
+
Ω
++≤ 23
1
21
2 gggc , 
with absolute constant c . The last inequality is equivalent to the existence of backward operator to derivative 
operator L , calculated on the element  1H∈Φ . According to the theorem of implicit function  the equation 
(3.9) has the only solution  1HU ∈ , uninterruptedly depending on  δ   in the norm of the space  ( )Ω+α2C , 
if only ( )1000 UUf δ+= ,,   and  *δδ < . As    
( )
∞<Φ
Ω
0
yln , then parameter  *δ  can be chosen 
as small to   
( )
∞<
Ω
0
yUln .                                                                   (3.11) 
Let us formulate the received result: 
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 LEMMA 2.  With theorem 1 condition completion there is only one solution ( )yxU ,  of the problem 
(А), belonging to space H1 , uninterruptedly  depending on δ   in the norm of this space and satisfying the 
condition (3.11), if only *δδ < . Number  *δ  depends on  0a , 0U , 0θ  and  
( )α+
Π
2
1U . 
 It is easy to see that the function ( )ξϕθ ,1 , found from the identical equation  
                                                  ( )[ ]ξϕθϕξ ,, 1U=  
(that is possible because of condition (3.11)) and function ( ) ( )02 ,ϕϕ UU =   determines the solution 
( ) ( )ϕϕ 22
1
UttR =, , ( ) ( )21   1 −⋅=⋅ trtr ,, ϕθϕθ   of boundary value problem (1.1) – (1.3)  and has the 
smoothness in theorem 1. 
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